MODULAR DESIGN TO REFLECTS THE SPACES AND STUDENTS’ CREATIVITY

MUHAMAD FAIZAL CHE LEH, RAHINAH IBRAHIM AND BAZLINREKHA MOHD NAWI
Furniture assessment characteristics for the future and modern living today had evolved from time to time. It started a long time ago from the Egyptians throne or as the simplest furniture found in Sacra Brae, Scotland. Nowadays, modern designers venture more into new concept of ideas, materiality, suitability, and further integration in design and usage. The concept of single use furniture goes back to the early age of history and the idea of integrations in furniture as in the big idea to solve more problems within one particular design. These factors have challenged them to design and test more features that could be added in one single furniture design. The Crabby Bench Furniture particularly will let the user to fit and match the furniture as they desire. The furniture can be added like a ‘train-chain’ concept. The furniture could be rearranged later to suit the need of the user or even to suit the interior of the environment itself. In addition the student can arrange the crabby furniture in any space and considerations to relate to classroom and small group activities. This concept of idea would encourage more modular design and evolution in furniture design. The aspects of design in the jointing systems can be efficiently explored when it comes to productions and durability.